A HOLISTIC INSTRUMENTARIUM FOR CREATIVE MANAGING THE PROBLEM SITUATIONS

Abstract

Management problem situations, in view of their great complexity, dynamism, interactivity and ambiguity, should be observed and explored as the complex, multifaceted manageable systems of problems. Creative managing the holistically reconceptualized problems in organizations implies an appropriate, scientifically based and practically useful instrumentarium - a paradigmatic framework within which problem areas important to the enterprises survival and development can be conceptually articulated, systems methodologies for structuring problem situations, and systems metaphors to encompass and express the different perceptions and interpretations of the considered systems of management problems. With the support of critical systems thinking, that is committed to critical awareness, improvement and pluralism, appropriate use of this holistic instrumentarium enables theoretically and methodologically based, practically effective and socially responsible changes to determine; through these changes implementation, the enterprise functioning should be enhanced purposefully.
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ХОЛИСТИЧКИ ИНСТРУМЕНТАРИЈУМ КРЕАТИВНОГ УПРАВЉАЊА ПРОБЛЕМСКИМ СИТУАЦИЈАМА

Антралкт
Управљачке проблемске ситуације, с обзиром на њихову екстремну сложеност, динамичност, интерактивност и вишезначност, требале би бити посматране и истраживане као комплексни, вишедимензионални, управљиви системи проблема. Креативно управљање холистички реконцептуализованим проблемима у организацијама имплицира одговарајући, научно утемељен и практично коришћен инструментарий - парадигматски оквир у коме проблемска подручја бити за остваривање развоја предузећа могу бити концептуално и артикулисана, система методологије структурирања релевантних проблемских ситуација у предузећима, и системске метафоре за обухватење и исказивање различитих перцепција и интерпретација истраживаних система управљачких проблема. Уз подршку критичког системског мишљења, обавезаног на критичку свесност, унапређивање и плурализам, примерено коришћење дотичног холистичког инструментаријума омогућава одређивање теоријско-метафорске утемељене, практично делотворне и друштвено одговорне промене, чијом би имплементацијом, функционисање предузећа требало бити сврховито унапређено.

Кључне речи: комплексни и вишезначни проблеми у организацијама, креативни холистички приступ менаџменту, системске методологије, системске метафоре, парадигме бављења проблемским ситуацијама

INTRODUCTION
In contemporary circumstances, management problems in enterprises represent, as a rule, the complex results of simultaneous influences of numerous and various economic, organizational, technical, technological, psychological, sociological, cultural, political determinants. They therefore should be observed and explored as the appropriate problem situations. Actually, it is about the complex, dynamic, interactive, ambiguous manageable systems of problems (Petrović, 2010, p. 275).

A creative managing the complex and multidimensional organizational problems - which are holistically reconceptualized - implies a corresponding scientific instrumentarium.

First of all, a conceived dealing with the problem situations in enterprises requires their appropriate structuring. That is, it is necessary to employ the systems methodologies for identifying and holistic exploring: a) the all essential sub-problems of the considered problem area in an enterprise, b) the key relationships between these sub-problems and c) the complex relations among the respective problem area and its relevant environment.
Then, a purposeful managing the problem situations implies an uncovering, expressing in the close categories, and comprehensive reviewing the mutually different perceptions and interpretations of the relevant aspects of the enterprise's problem area, through using the suitable systems metaphors.

At the same time, a thought-out addressing the problem situations in organizations is always relied on an appropriate accepted philosophical, i.e. theoretical-methodological framework. It is about the paradigms which ensure to determine a valid problem and what - within the respective accepted conceptual framework - should represent a scientifically grounded and practically useful solution to that problem.

Accordingly, the key hypothesis is that managing the problem situations in organizations can be improved creatively through developing and employing the appropriate holistic instrumentarium that encompasses:

- the systems methodologies for structuring the systems of complex management problems,
- the systems metaphors for conceptualizing and uncovering the relevant perspectives of observing and exploring the problem situations, and
- the appropriately developed paradigms that provide the different conceptual frameworks for dealing with the problem situations.

The scientific method that has been used in the research process is the contemporary critical systems thinking which is committed to: a) critical awareness of the strengths and weaknesses of each of these instruments for tackling the problem situations, b) improvement of management process of the complex and multifaceted problems in organizations, and c) pluralism - to respect the different perceptions and interpretations of the problem situations in enterprises and allow the combined use of selected research instruments (Jackson, 2000, pp. 375-377; Jackson, 2003, pp. 303-304; Petrovic, 2012b, pp. 797-814).

THE SYSTEMS METHODOLOGIES

An effective and efficient dealing with the management problem situations in enterprises, that have been determined as the complex, amendable in time, ambiguous, manageable systems of the problems, implies their structuring by employing the appropriate systems methodologies, rather than striving to find the solutions to their particular, isolated problems by using certain methods and techniques. Compared to the methods and techniques for problem solving, the systems methodologies represent the complex instruments of a higher order - so called the meta-methods. The systems methodologies, actually, give the guidelines for a creative tackling the concerned problem area in the enterprise through:
identifying and exploring its relevant sub-problems,
uncovering and researching into their important relationships, and
singling out and reviewing the key interactions between the concerned problem area and its environment, i.e. the other problem situations which are significant, but they cannot be managed.

As an essential methodological instrument for structuring the management problem situations, the systems methodologies rely on the appropriate philosophical - ontological, epistemological, and axiological - assumptions. Thanks to their own philosophical foundations, the systems methodologies can encompass, bring into connection, and make available the different perspectives, i.e. perceptions and interpretations of the concerned problem domain in the organization. In this manner, a necessary basis for facilitating the relevant stakeholders' negotiation and eventual generating a consensus on their joint action in the explored management problem domain in the organization can be created.

In fact, the result of structuring the problem situations by employing the appropriate systems methodologies is a well-defined project (Rosenhead, 1994, p. 112), which can be a subject to further processing by using the corresponding instruments, for example, the tools of the traditional Operational Research (OR). In other words, it is about such a clarification of the considered problem situation, that enables those who have responsibility to reach a compromise on a course of action. As a radical response to the requirements for creative tackling the problem situations, the systems methodologies are useful and should be employed when they (Rosenhead, 1994, p. 116):

- align the multiple alternative perspectives,
- facilitate the participants' negotiation on common priorities,
- operate through the interactions and iterations,
- generate the valid formulations of the problems and activities' implications.

Although mutually different, the systems methodologies, as holistic instruments for managing the real-world problems of business economics, are characterized by certain common relevant properties (Eden & Ackerman, 2006, pp. 766-768). First of all, the systems methodologies do not use the models as the instruments for finding the optimal solution to the considered problem; rather, they employ the models as the appropriate, transitional objects with the aim of facilitating the negotiation and reaching - through discussion - an agreement between the explored problem situation's stakeholders. Then, the systems methodologies do not deal with reducing the complexity of the problem situations in organizations; on the contrary, striving to increase the overall productivity of group processes, the systems methodologies derive the complexity from the existence of the multiple perspectives of the considered real-world problem.
Also, the systems methodologies are focused on facilitating the construction of the effective models and group processes.

Pursuant to these important common features of the systems methodologies, it can be stated that their effective employment implies the following recognitions:

- the problem situations belong to the multiple stakeholders;
- the methodologies have to be made more transparent to their users;
- since a more successful structuring the management problem situations and facilitating the stakeholders' negotiation on their joint action require an appropriate transdisciplinarity, as a result, the methodologies become more complex;
- i.e., not only the particular different - economic, organizational, sociological, psychological, political, technical, technological, cultural etc - dimensions of the considered problems system, but also the relationships between them have to be included into the research.

Evaluation of the systems methodologies for structuring the management problem situations from the standpoint of their practicality, i.e. from the viewpoint of their appropriateness to the considered problem area in the organization, has to be grounded theoretically (White, 2006, pp. 842-855). The suitable setting for an effective learning about the methodologies' use in structuring the problem situations in organizations can be built (Keys, 2006, pp. 822-829), taking into account the most diverse insights and knowledge which are available to the systems methodologies' users, and which are used by them.

The systems methodologies are based on the different philosophical - ontological, epistemological, axiological - assumptions; as a result, they belong to the different paradigms - the functionalist, interpretive, emancipatory, postmodernist paradigm (Jackson, 2000; Jackson, 2003; Jackson, 2006a, pp. 872-874). Thereby, the systems methodologies should not be understood as competitive, opposing each other within the same research area, but rather as the appropriate alternative approaches to management, which can be suitable for the different contexts' types of the management problem situations that are being explored and where one wants to intervene purposefully. In other words, each theoretical-methodological approach within Management Science (MS) can be useful in the particular areas, and should be employed in such circumstances in which it is the most effective. Additionally, an evaluation of each systems methodology ought to be focused on the assessment of its success in structuring the problem situations, i.e. in solving the problems in the respective established circumstances.

Accordingly, the following question is vitally important: What type of the problem situation in the enterprise can be managed validly by
means of what type of the systems methodology? In other words, what systems methodology is the most appropriate to the considered management problem situation in the organization?

Based on the different perceptions of the reality, the systems methodologies can be systematized taking into account their assumptions about the problem situations, i.e. about the problem contexts, in the categories of complexity and participants' relationships. In fact, the relevant features of the problems in organizations - their complexity and ambiguity - can be encompassed validly, represented, and explored through determining the two key dimensions - the systems dimension and the participants dimension, and the resulting basic types of the management problems' contexts (Jackson, 2000; Jackson, 2003; Jackson, 2006a, pp. 868-878).

The systems dimension refers to the relative complexity of the management problem situation, expressed in the systems' categories. Generally, at the ends of a continuum of the systems' types, there are relatively simple systems, i.e. complex systems as the appropriate representations of the relatively simple problems, i.e. the complex problems in organizations. The participants dimension encompasses the unitary, pluralist, and coercive relationships between the individuals and the groups who are interested in the considered problem situation and who are dealt with it. The immediate resultant of combining the systems dimension - relatively simple and complex - and the participants dimension - unitary, pluralist and coercive - is the corresponding six-cell matrix of the basic ideally\(^1\) typical contexts of the management problems in organizations: relatively simple - unitary, relatively simple - pluralist, relatively simple - coercive, complex - unitary, complex - pluralist, complex - coercive.

Like any other problem situation in organizations, the problem situation of managing the enterprise growth and development is precisely determined by the systems dimension and the participants' relationships dimension. In relation to the complexity, i.e. the systems dimension, this problem situation is validly encompassed and represented by the appropriate complex, dynamic, interactive systems in the different relevant areas - on the market, in the techniques and technologies, in manufacturing, in the human resources, finance etc. In relation to the participants dimension, this problem situation is determined by the pluralist relationships between the participants because a basic compatibility of the relevant

\(^1\) In general, the ideal types (Weber 1949) can be determined as the appropriate logical aids, i.e. as the logical perfections that, in fact, represent the suitable tools of a methodology for scientific research. It is about the theoretical constructions that do not exist in the reality but in the research processes they serve the empirical data in order to determine how much the explored part of the reality is near, i.e. far from the concerned ideal type.
stakeholders' interests (buyers, consumers, customers, employees, owners, suppliers, competitors, financial institutions, local and state political structures etc) has to exist, i.e. a compromise on the strategically defined criteria and factors for the enterprise survival and development is indisputably necessary and possible. Simultaneous consideration of the systems dimension and the participants dimension in this problem situation indicates explicitly that the problem situation of managing the enterprise growth and development is determined by the corresponding complex - pluralist problem context.

Respecting the power of the different systems methodologies and bearing in mind the properties of the identified ideal types of the management problem contexts, each type of the problem context can - within the framework of the System of Systems Methodologies (SoSM) (Jackson, 2006a, pp. 872-874; Jackson, 2006b, pp. 651-653) - be associated with the appropriate theoretical-methodological approaches - Figure 1 The holistic theoretical-methodological and practical approaches to managing the problems in organizations:

- the relatively simple - unitary context: the Traditional OR, Systems Analysis, Systems Engineering;

- the complex - unitary context: Organizational Cybernetics, Theory and Methodology of Complexity, System Dynamics;
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**Figure 1** The holistic theoretical-methodological and practical approaches to managing the problems in organizations
• the relatively simple - pluralist context: Strategic Assumption Surfacing and Testing, Interactive Management, Strategic Choice Approach;
• the complex - pluralist context: Soft Systems Methodology, Interactive Planning, Robustness Analysis, Strategic Options Development and Analysis;
• the relatively simple - coercive context: Critical Systems Heuristics, Team Syntegrity;
• the complex - coercive context: Deconstruction, Genealogy.

The systematization of the different theoretical-methodological approaches in the Figure 1 should not be treated strictly, but conditionally, because the particular methodologies - according to their broad foundations - transcend the identified problem contexts. In fact, the barriers between the relatively simple and complex, i.e. between the unitary, pluralist and coercive features of the management problem situations are set somewhat artificially so the resulting grouping the systems methodologies has a conditional character. Thus, a concrete choice of a systems methodology - that will be employed in structuring the problem situation - should be grounded on the knowledge resulting from the systems methodologies' systematization, rather than be determined by this systematization.

The presented grouping of the relevant theoretical-methodological approaches shows that each systems methodology can operate successfully in a particular situation but not in a different problem situation.

In view of the existence of the different classes of the problem situations, i.e. the different problem contexts, it can be stated that the existence of a number of the different systems approaches to tackling the management problems is not a weakness of systems thinking, but, contrary, it is its significant strength. That is, the systems methodologies' variety should not result in a confusion in practice, but, it represents a reliable basis for joining the corresponding effective methodology to each considered problem situation, for its structuring.

The relevant benefits of the SoSM's development and its employment in managing the problem situations in enterprises can be specified as follows (Jackson, 2000, p. 360):
• the SoSM enables the important assumptions (in the categories of complexity, i.e. systems, and the participants' relationships) of using each systems methodology's type to be revealed;
• the SoSM helps to understand the negative consequences of an employment of a certain systems methodology that is not appropriate to the particular management problem context;
• the SoSM is open to the new perspectives in the development of systems thinking and MS.
Taking into account the concrete management problem context type, the SoSM suggests which of the available systems methodologies should be used as the dominant, and which methodology (methodologies) should be employed as the supportive in structuring the problem situation. The SoSM therefore represents a scientifically grounded expression of pluralist, i.e. complementarist strategy for developing the contemporary MS (Jackson, 1999, pp. 12-22).

The systems methodologies for exploring and structuring the management of an enterprise's development and growth, for example, Interactive Planning, as the dominant methodology, and Critical Systems Heuristics, as the supportive methodology, are appropriate to the specified complex - pluralist problem context.

For this consideration, it is important that there are the significant theoretical-methodological differences between the alternative approaches within the applied systems thinking; but, on the other hand, in view of the interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary and transparadigmatic nature of the systems thinking, unlimited implications of so called the paradigm incommensurability (Kuhn, 1962, p. 149) should not be accepted. In addition, it is a fact that the different flows of the applied systems thinking underpin - at least on a basic level - the technical, practical, and emancipatory interest (Habermas, 1972, pp. 301-317) which people express in prediction and control, in improvement of mutual understanding, and in liberation and learning, i.e. removing the restrictions imposed by power relationships, respectively. Since the different methodological approaches are focused on the different aspects of a management task which is nevertheless the unitary task, a constructive dialog should be possible.

As a comprehensive conceptual framework within which the different holistic theoretical-methodological approaches - in accordance with their theoretical and methodological foundations and applicative potentials - are aligned with the corresponding problem contexts, the SoSM has been criticised from the different standpoints (Midgley, 2000). First of all, even though, in fact, there are real possibilities that the particular methodologies, i.e. their associated methods and techniques, can also be used for the aims which are different from those for which the respective instruments have originally been designed, it is indicated that the SoSM encourages accepting the only one interpretation of each methodology. Then, the SoSM has been criticized because it does not take into account the methodological flows that arise when the researchers learn from the different perspectives. Finally, it is argued that critical judgements on the research boundaries are not important only for the relatively simple - coercive contexts, but it is necessary to legalize the commitment to the critical awareness also in the problem contexts in which a use of power is a subtle and covert.
In Systems Science (SS) and MS, besides the SoSM, there are the different (Checkland, 1985, pp. 757-767; Mingers, 2003, pp. 559-570) approaches to classifying the methodologies for structuring the problem situations. An appropriate general classification (Mingers, 2003, pp. 559-570) of the MS-methodologies starts from the following common characteristics of all methodologies:

- a focus on taking action;
- developing the models by which the relevant aspects of the situation are expressed;
- making the implicit and explicit assumptions about: the ontology - which types of entities are considered as existing, the epistemology - in which way can be the valid knowledge acquired, and from where, and the axiology - what is evaluated and considered as just.

The resulting classification of the MS-methodologies should help the practitioners in their understanding of the assumptions underpinning the respective methodologies and their main objectives, in order to enable practitioners to make the founded and critically conscious choices, particularly when the appropriate combinations of the methodologies are designed in practice. Compared to the SoSM, the concerned classification of the MS-methodologies indicates that particular methodologies can be employed in the ways which are different from those which have been determined preliminarily in developing the methodologies, and they can also be used in the framework of the alternative paradigm.

**THE SYSTEMS METAPHORS**

Besides the presented exploration of the nature of the systems methodologies for structuring the problem situations and connecting the different systems approaches with the corresponding problem contexts, the appropriate analysis of the systems metaphors represents a particular theoretically and practically useful instrument for uncovering and researching into the assumptions that have been built into the different holistic theoretical-methodological flows. Through understanding of the systems metaphors and their interconnections, and through identifying the systems methodology which is complementary to the dominant metaphor, as a result, the bases for a creative consideration of the management problem situations are made; also, it is enabled the chosen methodology (methodologies) for structuring the concerned situation to use in a valid manner.

In a process of creative consideration of the problem situations in enterprises, and in the endeavours to structure the situations effectively and efficiently, it is necessary, first of all, to determine the alternative perspectives, i.e. perceptions and interpretations of each considered situation, and to identify and adequately express the situation's key features.
Relying on the systems ideas, a range of systems metaphors has been developed for generating the insightful angles of observing the problem situations. Generally, the systemic-metaphorical expressions of important perspectives of the management problem situations encourage the different ways of thinking and allow a focusing on, explaining and acting on the significant aspects of the complex phenomena of business economics.

Through the use of metaphors, i.e. comparisons and analogies, first of all, the different relevant aspects of the problem situations can be uncovered and expressed in the close and accepted categories. Then, the new modes of understanding, interpreting, and evaluating the organizational phenomena and management problems are developed by means of the metaphors, i.e. comparisons and analogies. Respectively, the various complementary significant insights and findings about the problem situations that are explored from the different perspectives are provided through the use of the systems metaphors; as a result, a process of managing the complex and ambiguous problems is improving and facilitating (Tsoukas, 1991, pp. 566-585).

As the appropriate filters of observing, understanding, shaping the management problem situations from the different standpoints, the systems metaphors can be placed on any level of discussing and solving the particular problem. Through the systems metaphors, as the tools for conceptualizing the different contexts of the problem situations, the necessary insights into the theories of management and organizations are encompassed.

The following metaphors can be singled out as the key systems metaphors that illuminate the management problem situations from several relevant different viewpoints (Morgan, 1997; Jackson, 2006a, pp. 868-878):

- the *machine* metaphor - the organization as a closed system which consists of the standardized parts, and operates in a repetitive manner;
- the *organic* metaphor - the organization as an organism, i.e. an open system that is aimed at providing a survival;
- the *neuro-cybernetic* metaphor - the organization as a cybernetic system that is able to be viable, to be self-controlled, and to learn;
- the *culture* metaphor - a corporate culture determined by the various attitudes, opinions, beliefs that are accepted in the organization;
- the *political* metaphor - a team, a loose coalition, a prison, as the expressions of the unitary, pluralist, coercive relationships between the individuals and groups, respectively;
- the *psychic prison* metaphor - the focus on the ethical dimension of the organizations and the problem situations in them;
• the *flux and transformation* metaphor - understanding of the logic, i.e. the nature and sources of the changes that shape the social life;
• the metaphor of the *domination's instruments* - the focus on understanding how the actions that are meaningful from one viewpoint can be the exploitative from the other standpoints;
• the *carnival* metaphor - the recognition of the legitimacy of the diversities and varieties which have been most widely grasped;
• etc.

In accordance with the relevant perspectives of exploring and creative managing the enterprise growth and development, it can be stated that the following systems metaphors are appropriate to the specified complex - pluralist context:
• the neuro-cybernetic metaphor, that encompasses the extreme complexity of the system in question, and its ability to be viable and to learn;
• the political metaphor, specifically, a loose coalition, through which the legitimacy of the different perceptions and interpretations of the considered problem area is recognized and
• the culture metaphor, that reflects the different attitudes, beliefs, opinions accepted by the participants in the enterprise's problem area.

As it has been shown in the Figure 1, by using the idea about the systems metaphors, as a tool for underpinning the process of structuring the management problem situations, the progress has been made along the continuum of the relatively simple - complex problems, i.e. systems, and the continuum of the increasing divergences in participants' values and in their interests in the problem situations.

In fact, first of all, the progress along the continuum of the relatively simple - complex problems, i.e. systems, can be understood, for example, as a transition from the dealing with a mechanism to a larger interest in organicism - therefore, as the transition from the machine metaphor to the organic metaphor and the neuro-cybernetic metaphor. Respectively, when one moves along the dimension of relatively simple - complex management problems, the progress based on the gradual exploration of the machine metaphor (the traditional OR, Systems Analysis, Systems Engineering), the organic metaphor and the neuro-cybernetic (i.e. brain) metaphor (Organizational Cybernetics), and the flux and transformation metaphor (System Dynamics, Theory and Methodology of Complexity) is evident.

On the other hand, because of a recognition of the legitimacy of the different world-views, the relevancy of contextualism to the interpretive and emancipatory systems methodologies is obvious. That is, the progress along the dimension of the participants' values and their interests
in the problem situations corresponds to the gradual increasing significance of the culture metaphor and the political metaphor (Strategic Assumption Surfacing and Testing, Interactive Planning, Critical Systems Heuristics). The carnival metaphor can be singled out as the appropriate to the postmodernist approaches.

**THE PARADIGMS OF DEALING WITH THE PROBLEM SITUATIONS**

Respecting the multidimensional nature of management problem situations, it can be stated reasonably, first of all, that there are the different approaches to formulating the complex and ambiguous problems in organizations. Also, the available approaches to finding the solutions to these highly interactive problems are characterized by the corresponding diversity. This further means that the scientific paradigms - appropriately conceived and implemented - have a special place in the holistic instrumentarium for dealing with the problem situations, besides the systems methodologies, as tools for structuring the problem situations and the systems metaphors, as tools for uncovering and exploring the relevant dimensions of the complex and multifaceted problems in organizations.

A paradigm can be determined originally as a set of implicit rules of identifying a scientifically valid problem and what should constitute the solution to this problem (Kuhn, 1962, p. 102; 108). The paradigms are the sources of problem areas, methods, and standards of the solutions accepted by the scientific community at a given time. A paradigm shift means, as a rule, the significant changes in the criteria that determine the legitimacy of the problems, and the suggested solutions.

Each paradigm that is accepted by the scientific community indicates to a particular understanding of the reality, to the problems that have to be tackled and to the ways in which these problems should be solved. A valid paradigm ought to address the ontological, epistemological, teleological, theoretical, and methodological issues that are relevant to the process of scientifically grounded and practically useful dealing with problems (van Gigch, 2003, pp. 499-506).

As the particularly significant instrument for creative managing the problem situations in organizations, the paradigms can be classified preliminarily as follows (Jackson, 2000; Jackson, 2003; Jackson, 2006a, pp. 868-878; Jackson, 2006b, pp. 651-653):

- the functionalist paradigm,
- the interpretive paradigm,
- the emancipatory paradigm, and
- the postmodernist paradigm.

The functionalist methodological MS approaches are relied on the corresponding functionalist paradigm; they endeavour to ensure the suc-
cessful functioning of the system under consideration. It is thought that by using the scientific methods and techniques, an understanding of the ways in which the systems operate can be gained, and that this knowledge enables the managers to control the organizations and operations occurring in them. Within this positivist framework, the functionalism seeks to generate the necessary knowledge through uncovering the relationships between the "surface" variables constituting the concerned system. On the other hand, within the structuralist framework, the functionalism endeavours to penetrate deeper in order to reveal the "structures", i.e. the patterns and regularities; it is argued that complex systems' behaviour can be identified and explained through uncovering and examining these patterns and regularities.

The traditional OR or MS has been determined by the functionalist paradigm, i.e. by its positivist variant which strives to ensure an efficient managing the systems in order to achieve the known goals. The behaviour of these systems have to be predictable, and they have to be regulated, i.e. controlled in order to reach the goals of their controllers. On the other hand, System Dynamics, Organizational Cybernetics and the Theory and Methodology of Complexity also belong to the functionalism but the functionalism's structuralist variant. Their aim is to reveal the laws that underlie the systems' behaviour, as well as to formulate these laws in the categories of systemic archetypes, cybernetic principles, so-called strange attractors, respectively. When the managers equipped with such a clarifying power, they can ensure that their organizations learn, adapt to, and survive in the changeable environments.

The interpretive methodological MS approaches and their corresponding interpretive paradigm rely on the belief that the social systems, i.e. organizations, and the problem situations in them are determined by the people whose - often different - goals result from their different interests and interpretations of situations in which they function. The focus is therefore on understanding of the different meanings that the people ascribe to a joint action, and on uncovering where these meanings overlap, so that can lead to a new particularly conceived accepted activity. It is about the various systems methodologies - for example, Soft Systems Methodology, Interactive Planning, Strategic Options Development and Analysis - which are underpinned by the soft systems thinking, and which are interpretive in their own nature.

For example, in Soft Systems Methodology (Checkland, 1985, pp. 757-767), the systems are understood as the observers' mental constructions. Based on the different world views, the different descriptions and explanations, i.e. interpretations of the reality of a considered problem situation are modelled. Then, a debate on the implications of these different world-views - that have been included in the formulated models - is conducted. If a common basis is found, then an agreement on the action can be reached.
Relying on the corresponding paradigm of the emancipatory systems thinking, the emancipatory methodological MS approaches are focused on the 'emancipation', i.e. liberating the individuals and groups who are subjugated, i.e. oppressed in organizations and society. An attention is paid to all forms of discrimination - the class discrimination, the status discrimination, the age discrimination etc.

Critical Systems Heuristics (Ulrich, 1994) is one of the key systems methodologies of the emancipatory paradigm. Through this methodology, all stakeholders - especially those who are deprived of their rights, damaged, i.e. who are disadvantaged in relation to the powerful - should be introduced to the nature of the problem situation designs, i.e. the nature of the social system they have to face with, and, also, they should be empowered to participate in the debates on the validity of such designs.

The postmodernist methodological MS approaches and practice, together with their corresponding postmodernist paradigm, are opposed to the so called the modernist reality (Alvesson & Deetz, 1996, pp. 191-217), which - according to the postmodernists - characterizes the other three general paradigms of the social theories. Namely, the endeavours of the functionalist, interpretive, and emancipatory paradigm and their methodologies to provide a comprehensive clarification of the considered real-world problems are strongly challenged. Instead, they insist on a learning through uncovering the conflicts which are contained in problem situations, providing a room for the undervalued perceptions, and encouraging the variety and diversity.

In accordance with the presented considerations of a holistic instrumentarium for creative managing the problem situations in organizations, it can be stated that the systems thinking, particularly, the contemporary critical systems thinking, implies a theoretical-methodological breakthrough compared to the classical approach in relation to the dimension of the relatively simple - complex problems and the dimension of the participants' values/interests in problem situations. Respectively, it is about an appropriate paradigm shift (Kuhn, 1962, p. 84, 149). In fact, first of all, from the standpoint of the continuum of relatively simple - complex problems, a necessary epistemological change from positivism to structuralism has been made. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of the continuum of the increasing differences in participants' values/interests, a break with the ontology and epistemology of the functionalism has been necessary. Also, understanding of the nature of conflicting and coercive problem contexts has implied a corresponding respect for - within the framework of critical systems thinking - the emancipatory paradigm and postmodernist paradigm.

The insights and findings resulting from consideration of the different systems approaches to management - in view of the theoretical and methodological foundations of these approaches - provide a basis for an
argumentative critique of each systems approach. The different paradigms - embodied in the different systems methodologies - provide the different theoretical and methodological assumptions for the different types of the systems approaches; as the relevant resulting problem, so called paradigm incommensurability appears (Kuhn, 1962, p. 149; Dando & Bennett, 1981, pp. 91-103; Mingers, 2006; Jackson, 2011, pp. 811-813; Zhu, 2011, pp. 784-798).

Critical systems thinking recommends in principle the use of the different systems methodologies in the process of dealing with any problem situation, in a manner that should enable an argumented taking over the strengths of certain methodologies and acting against the weaknesses of the other methodologies. In fact, critical systems thinking - as a support for the pluralism, i.e. complementarism in the contemporary SS and MS - is dealt with the relevant theoretical-methodological and applicative issues concerning the conditions, opportunities, ways of the parallel employment of the different systems approaches that are founded on the opposing epistemological and ontological assumptions (Pollack, 2009, pp. 156-167; Jackson, 2011, pp. 811-813).

CONCLUSION

The growing complexity, ambiguity and variety of the management problem situations in contemporary circumstances implies their appropriate holistic reconceptualization. In other words, a valid determining and creative managing the problem areas in enterprises - that are important to the enterprises' survival and development - require that the problem situations have to be observed and explored as the complex, dynamic, interactive, multidimensional manageable systems of problems.

A conceived dealing with the management problem situations and purposeful intervening in them, with the aim to holistically and continually improve an enterprise functioning, implies, first of all, an identification of - through appropriate paradigms - the ontological, epistemological and axiological framework within which the relevant problem areas of the enterprise will be observed and researched.

Then, all important sub-problems of the considered management problem situation, their mutual relations and the complex connections between the situation and its relevant environment have to be examined holistically and in detail. In a process of structuring the management problem situations, in dependence on a concrete management problem context, the corresponding structuralist-functionalist, interpretive, emancipatory, postmodernist systems methodologies are employed.

In addition to the above, a multidimensionality of the management problem areas in enterprises, i.e. numerous and different possible perspectives, perceptions and interpretations of one and the same problem
situation involve the use of the systems metaphors by which the relevant
different dimensions of a system of the management problems can be en-
compassed, expressed and analyzed appropriately.

Relying on the contemporary critical systems thinking, the use of
the concerned holistic instrumentarium in managing the problem situa-
tions in organizations, implies, first of all, critical awareness of the
strengths and weaknesses of each of the identified research instruments.
At the same time, an endeavour to ensure - through an appropriate choice
and implementation of these instruments - an improvement of managing
the enterprises, an enhance of understanding between the participants in
problem situations, and a liberation from the effects of power relations is
vitaly important. Additionally, in order to create a basis for making the
scientifically founded, socially responsible and practically usefull choices
in enterprises, the critical systems thinking and practice (Petrovic, 2012b,
pp. 1-13), in accordance with their own commitment to pluralism, indi-
cate a recognition of the legitimacy of the various perceptions of the
problem areas in enterprises, and the suitable combined employment of
the chosen instruments.

The conditions, ways, effectiveness and efficiency of using the
concerned holistic instrumentarium in managing the problem situations in
enterprises have been reviewed and verified in numerous and various
868-878; Azadeh, Darivandi & Fathi, 2012, pp. 66-86; Hammer, Edwards
& Tapinos, 2012, pp. 909-919; Siriram, 2012, pp. 87-100; Ulrich, 2012,
pp. 1307-1322).
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**ХОЛИСТИЧКИ ИНСТРУМЕНТАРИЈУМ КРЕАТИВНОГ УПРАВЉАЊА ПРОБЛЕМСКИМ СИТУАЦИЈАМА**

**Резиме**

У савременим околностима, управљачки проблеми у предузећима, по правилу, представљају сложене резултанте једновремених дејстава бројних и различитих економских, организацијских, техничких, психологијских, социолошких, културолошких, политичких, детерминанти. Стога, они би требали бити посматрани и истраживани као одговарајуће проблемске ситуације. Реч је, заправо, о комплексним, динамичким, интерактивним, вишезначним, управљивим системима проблема.

Креативно управљање холистички реконцептуализованим сложеним и вишедимензионалним проблемима у организацијама имплицира одговарајући научно утемељен и практично користан инструментаријум.

Кључна хипотеза, која је у раду преиспитивана и потврђена, је да осмишљено управљање проблемским ситуацијама у предузећима подразумева развијање и коришћење холистичког инструментаријума који обухвата: системске методологије структурирања система комплексних управљачких проблема, система метафоре концептуализовања и откривања релевантних перспектива посматрања и истраживања проблемских ситуација, и одговарајуће развијене пара дигме које обезбеђују различите концептуалне окуве бављења проблемским ситуацијама.

Научни метод употребљен у процесу истраживања је савремено критичко системско мишљење, које је обавезано на своја три главна одређења: критичку свест, унапређивање и плурализам.

Заправо, осмишљено бављење управљачким проблемским ситуацијама, и сировито интервенисање у њима, како би се функционисање предузећа могло целовито и континуирано унапређивати, подразумева, пре свега, идентификова-
ње - посредством одговарајућих парадигми - онтолошког, епистемолошког и аксиолошког оквира у коме ће релевантна проблемска подручја предузела бити посматрана и истраживана. Као релевантне парадигме важне проблемима реалног света пословне економије издијају се функционалистичка парадигма са својом позитивистичком и структуралистичком варијантом, интерпретативна, еманципаторна и постмодернистичка парадигма.

Затим, сви битни потпроблеми разматране управљачке проблемске ситуације у предузету, њихови међусобни односи, и сложене спреге између истраживане проблемске области и њеног окружења морају бити свеобухватно и детаљно испитани. У процесу структурирања управљачких проблемских ситуација, у зависности од димензије комплексности, т.j. система (релативна једнозначност или екстремна сложеност), и димензије односа учесника у проблемској ситуацији (унитарни, плуралистички, присилини), опредељује се конкретан управљачки проблемски контекст, односно, одабирају и имплементирају - као доминантна методологија и као методологија подршке - одговарајуће структурал-стичко-функционалистичке, интерпретативне, еманципаторне, и/или постмодернистичке системске методологије.

Уз наведено, вишедимензионалност управљачких проблемских области у предузетима, односно, бројне и различите могуће перспективе посматрања, т.j. перцепције и интерпретације једне исте проблемске ситуације подразумевају коришћење одговарајућих системских метафора, којима релевантни, различити аспекти система управљачких проблема могу бити примерено обухваћени, експлицитно искажани и детаљно истражени. Као кључне, издијају се машинска, органска, неурокебернетска метафора, метафора културе, политичка метафора, метафора психичког затвора, метафора тока и трансформација, метафора инструмената доминације, метафора карневала.

Ослањајући се на савремено критично системско мишљење, коришћење дотичног холистичког инструментаријума у управљању проблемским ситуацијама у организацијама, захтева, пре свега, критичку свест о снагама и слабостима сваког појединог од идентификованих истраживачких инструмената. Истовремено, од кључне важности је настојање да се примереним избором и имплементацијом ових инструмената у бављењу проблемима, проблемским ситуацијама и дипломама повезаним с њима подржи: а) унапређивање управљања предузетима, б) унапређивање разумевања између учесника у проблемским ситуацијама, и ц) ослабљање од дејстава односа моћи. Уз то, у циљу креирања основа за управљање научно утегњеним, друштвено одговорним и практично корисним избора у предузетима, критично системско мишљење и пракса, сходно својој обавезности на плурализам упућују на признање лоперитета различитим схватањима истраживаних проблемских области у предузетима и одговарајуће компликовано коришћење извођених инструмената.

Услови, начини, ефективност и ефикасност коришћења дотичног холистичког инструментаријума у управљању проблемским ситуацијама у предузетима преиспитивани су и потврђени у бројним и различитим студијама случајева.